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6. Examples for MAS
MAS are often used in the following application areas:
 Internet/E-commerce
 Surveillance of objects / Distributed Sensing
 Groups of robots working together
 Manufacturing
 Transportation
 Market simulations   
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6.1 MAS in transportation: MARS

Kuhn et al. (1993); Fischer et al. (1994)
MARS: Modeling Autonomous coopeRating Shipping 

companies
Scenario:
A society of cooperating and possibly competing 

shipping companies tries to perform the jobs 
customers have as cheaply as possible, given the 
trucks they have available. The companies can 
exchange jobs between them in order to achieve an 
optimal utilization of their trucks.
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Scenario (cont.)

In our particular scenario, only the map with roads, 
loading stations and so on is static, while the number 
of companies, trucks, jobs and so on and their 
instances can change over time. Also, there can be 
traffic jams on the roads that can endanger plans that 
have been generated a priori.
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Basic Idea:

Companies compute their bids by asking their trucks 
for bids (allowing for bidding on part of a job). They 
use an extended contract-net protocol. Due to the 
problems of this protocol, by using simulated 
trading, there is the possibility to switch jobs between 
trucks. 

Such negotiations take place, whenever there are no 
new jobs that the company has to bid on. While on 
this takes place, the trucks already perform their 
tasks, so that they may encounter problems on the 
road. They are also resolved using simulated trading.
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Agents

MARS uses two types of agents:
 Shipping companies and
  trucks
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Agent type: shipping company (I)

 Sit: is described by a set of status variables:
 One status variable for each truck
 New job: yes/no
 Negotiation phase: yes/no
 Optimization phase: yes/no
 Several status variables describing communication 

in those two phases
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Agent type: shipping company (II)

Act: 
 ActOwn:

 Accept new job
 Select best bid (from trucks)
 Find solution for exchange graph
 Solve problem of individual truck
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Agent type: shipping company (III)

 ActCo:
 Compete for a job (bid on it)
 Get info for job
 Use extended contract-net protocol (together with 

own trucks)
 Negotiate with other companies
 Perform auction to exchange jobs between trucks
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Agent type: shipping company (IV)

Dat:
 DatOwn:

 List of accepted jobs
 Several control variables

 DatKS:
 About other companies

 Existence
 Position in world
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Agent type: shipping company (V)

 DatKS:
 About trucks

 Current jobs
 State

 DatKA:
 About other companies

 Free capacities
 Other parameters
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Agent type: shipping company (VI)

 DatKA:
 About trucks

 bids
 Exchange graph
 Free capacities
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Agent type: truck (I)

 Sit: is described by a set of status variables:
 New job: yes/no
 traffic jam info

 Act: 
 ActOwn:

 Drive
  load
 Unload
 Generate plan

  Expand plan
  Compute cost of plan
  Determine job for exchange
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Agent type: truck (II)

 ActCo:
 Hear about job
 Send bid to company
 Receive provisory acceptance/rejection
 Receive final acceptance/rejection
 Transmit wish for exchange of jobs
 Bid for exchange wish of other truck
 Tell about problems
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Agent type: truck (III)

Dat:
 DatOwn:

 Capacity of the truck
 Current plan: for each job

  planed position in schedule
  deadline
 Status

 Backup of last complete plan
 Other needed data 
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Agent type: truck (IV)

 DatKS:
 About company:

 Location
 About other trucks: no information

   DatKA:
 About company:

 Exchange wishes
 About other trucks: no information
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Communication structure

 Each shipping company can communicate with each 
other company (broadcast or addressing individual 
one)

 Each company can communicate with its trucks 
(broadcast or addressing individual truck)

 Each truck can communicate with its shipping 
company and gets information from a traffic service 
about traffic jams and other road problems.
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General Procedure

Customers announce jobs that consist of delivering a 
certain number of goods from one place to another 
within a certain time limit. For each job a price for 
doing it has to be negotiated. Each shipping company 
tries to bid on such a job and the best company (with 
the cheapest price) gets the job. In addition, 
customers can give a job directly to a company 
without asking others for bids.

Each truck has a delivery plan for its jobs and whenever 
a deadline for a job is approaching it starts fulfilling 
it. If new jobs are offered to it, it might have to store  
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General Procedure (II)

alternative plans until the job is really assigned to it. 
The alternative plans are also needed if it and its 
colleagues try to improve their plans.

If a truck is informed about a traffic jam, it first tries to 
solve this problem by changing its own plan 
(alternative route, different plan). If this is not 
possible, it tries to give away the problematical jobs 
to other trucks (via the company). If this is also not 
possible, then the company tries to give it away to 
another company or has to renegotiate with the 
customer.   
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Order/Report Structure

Shipping companies receive infos about jobs, negotiate 
with other companies and use two cooperation 
concepts for job assignment resp. plan improvement 
together with their trucks: the extended contract-net 
protocol (ECNP) for the initial job assignment and 
simulated trading (based on auctions) to improve the 
plans of the trucks resp. to react to problems that the 
trucks have during execution of their plans. 
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Assignment of jobs: Extended 
contract-net protocol
Since the trucks have limited capacities, it is possible 
that no truck has enough free capacity to fulfill a job. 
Therefore the ECNP allows to divide jobs into subjobs:
As in case of the CNP, each truck bids on a job. The best 
bid gets a provisory acceptance, all others a provisory 
rejection. If the bid does not cover the whole job then 
the company repeats the bidding for the rest of the job. 
If the whole job can be covered then the company can 
make a bid to the customer. If the customer selects the 
company, then acceptance and rejections are finalized, 
else all trucks get a final rejection. If a new job comes in 
before another reaches the final stage, then the trucks 
act according to the provisory distribution.  
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Plan improvement/change:�
Simulated trading (I)

If provisory acceptance is withdrawn, trucks encounter 
traffic jams or some trucks could not bid on some 
jobs, then the distribution of jobs among the trucks is 
far from optimal. Therefore it is sensible from time to 
time to try to exchange jobs between trucks (see also 
the deals of the delivery men in 3.3.2), if the 
exchanges result in less expensive plans and tours for 
the trucks.

Therefore, if no new jobs come in, the trucks try to 
achieve an improvement be exchange, where the 
exchanges are limited to jobs that have not started.  
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Plan improvement/change:�
Simulated trading (II)

Each truck selects from its current plan (tour) the job 
that causes the most additional cost, communicates it 
to the company and then assumes that it is rid of this 
job. The company announces such jobs to all other 
trucks and then the trucks can bid on the jobs. The 
bids are the additional costs that taking this job will 
result in and these costs have to be smaller than the 
gain the truck giving away the job has.

The company agent collects jobs and bids in a graph 
(nodes = jobs and bids; arcs link a job and a bid and 
contain the achieved gain and a level).  
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Plan improvement/change:�
Simulated trading (III)

Then the company tries to find the best exchange 
collection (with the highest cost improvement) and 
the level information is used to keep track of what 
jobs a truck has to get rid of in order to be able to take 
on another job. The search for this collection is done 
by systematic enumeration of the possibilities.

If a collection can be found then the trucks are informed 
about what exchanges are done and therefore what 
changes in their plans will occur. If no collection is 
found or a new job comes in, then all trucks have to 
switch to the backup plans that were stored before.
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Negotiations between shipping 
companies
If a company gets a job then it can execute it by its own 

trucks or it can give it to another company (which 
acts as subcontractor). Giving it away makes sense, if 
the other company can do the job cheaper than the 
own trucks.

If a company has free capacities, it can inform the other 
companies that then can get a bid from this company 
if they got a new job. Some haggling can take place 
and if the companies can agree on a price then the job 
can be given away. The first offer and the counter 
offer are based on the real costs the job causes for the 
companies and the assumptions the companies make 
about the parameters of the competitor.
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Classification in Dimensions

 System model: team
 Granularity: coarse grained
 Number of agents: medium
 Ability to adapt: programmable
 Control distribution: controlled between the two levels, 

dependent on some level
 Resources: limited
 Interaction scheme: complex
 Solution strategy: analytical
 Degree of cooperation: cooperative, weekly competitive
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Discussion (I)

 Good example, showing how different cooperation 
schemes can work together to solve a problem

 Easily extendable
 Can produce good results (i.e. short tours, good profit 

of the shipping companies)
 Has anytime property: at each point in time a truck 

has a working plan and giving it more time leads to a 
better plan

 Rather realistic, because way to deal with problems 
(traffic jams) is build in
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Discussion (II)
-  MARS was only tested in simulations and it was 

never employed in the real world
-  The generated tours are very seldom optimal and 

most of the time quite a bit away from optimal, but 
this is a result of the procedures employed by the 
trucks and companies to do the individual planning. 
There are better such procedures.

-  No learning is integrated: learning of geographically 
well advised routes, clustering of jobs already on the 
company level, standard tours for some trucks, etc.

-  A more global view could achieve a lot (but this was 
explicitly not intended)


